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DRUG RECOGMTIONDGERT

PURPOSET

To

establish guidelines

Policy: 5-21

to utilize the training and expertise of the

Department's Drug

Recognition Expert (DRE).

POLICYT The Jacksonville Police Department, in cooperation with the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA), the lntemational Association of ChieG of Police (LACP), and the Criminal
Justice lnstitute (CJI) has established a Drug Eraluation and Classification Program. DRE trained officers
possess exclusive training, knowledge, and expertise that are an asset to a Dwl investigation that will
promote traffic safety within the City through the successful arrest and prosecution of subjects found to be
drMng while intoxicated (DWI) bV drug(s) other than alcohol or a combination of both. As such, a DRE
officer should be requested to assist the arresting officer with processing the suspect whenewr drugs, toxic
lapors, or any combination is suspected and,/or the level of impairment observed is not consistent with the
breath test reading.

The program's objective is to provide officen with certified experts capable of gathering evidence necessary
to substantiate charges of being under the influence of drugs in D\(/l cases. Only officers who har.e received
apprortd NHTSA DRE training and LACP cenification/recertification may be considered a Department
Drug Recognition Expen.
DEFINITIONS:
I.

DRUG EVALUATION AND CTASSIFICATION (DEC) PROGRAM: The nationally recognized
and regulated drug influence training program established by the LACP and the NHTSA

II.

DRUG RECOCNITION EXPERT: An officer who has successfirlly completed a CJI approved
course for cenification as established by the IACP and the NHTSA

III.

STANDARDIZED FIELD SOBRIETY TEST (SFST): The standardized field sobriety tesrc inchrde
three tests that were developed and ralidated through a series of controlled experiments supported
by research grants from NHTSA. The three (3) tests include the Horizontal Gaze Nlstagmus Test
(HGN), The \Ualk and Tum (WAT), and the One (l) I-eg Stand (OlS).

IV.

BLOOD/BREATH ALCOHOL CONCENTRAflON (BAC): The concentration of alcohol in

a

person as measured by blood or breath.

DRUG, NHTSA defines a drug as, Any substance that, when taken into the human body, can
impair the ability of the person to operate

u.

a vehicle safely.

RULE OUT: A determination made by a DRE that an individual's impairment is other than drug
related (i.e. medical).

VII.

DARK ROOM: A room that has rcry low light or no light rhat is used by the DR-E to perform an
eye examination on the anested person that is part of the DREs standardized and systematic
elaluation.
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PROCEDURESI

I.

DRTJG IMPAIRMF-NT

A
B.

V4ren conducting DVI investigations, officers should be aware that impairment can be caused
by drugs as well as alcohol. In addition to signs of alcohol ingestion, officers should look for
other cues that the person may be under the influence of a subsance other than alcohol.
Cues that may be present:
1. Odor of substance (i-e. bumt marijuana)
2. Drug paraphemalia
3. Being in possession ofa subsance

4.

II.

Pil[ bottles

CALLOUTPROCEDURES

A

The invrstigating officer will conduct a SFST battery and, if arailable, a preliminary -breath test
(PBT).

B. lf
C.
D.

E.

F.
G.

H.

the results of the SFST banery and the obsened impairment are not consistent with the
results of the PBT, and the results of the breath test are below .08, or any signs or cues of
ingestion are visible, the im€stigating officer should make an arrest.
The investigating officer will ftansport the arrested person to the Police Department, where the
ofiicer will advise the arrested person of their Miranda Rights and of the Arkansas lmplied
Consent Law by form.
A breath test for evidentiary purposes using the BAC machine will be conducted at the Police
Department. Provided a result of less than .08 BAC is obtained, and the officer beliercs that
the impairment may be due to drug use, the arresting officer will contact the on duty Supervisor
and request that a DRE officer respond. The arresting officer will not contact the DRE officer.
If the arrested person reftrses the breath test, the arresting officer should charge the suspect
with Refusal of Chemical Test and DWI. No DRE response is needed when the suspect
refires the breath test.
Alter the request is made by the arresting officer, the onduty Supewisor will contact the DRE
Officer and advise him of the request. The onduty Supervisor should take into consideration
the normal shift of the DRE, as well as any racation or time off concems.
After notification from the onduty Supewisor, provided no other time off considerations
prevent the DRE fiom responding, the DRE Officer will respond in a timely manner.
The same considerations and efforts shall be made for any other law enforcement agency that
requests a DRE to assist in an inrrstigation, so long as the request is made through the onduty
Supervisor.

l. A DRE may be requested

for any other purpose or investigation that may be considered
dmg influence is present, such as in a possession case wherc the

necessary to establish whether

DRE's opinion may help establish an affirmative link. The call-out of an offduty DRE in such
cases shall be at the discretion of the Supewisor onduty.

ilL

EVALUAIION PROCEDURES
Subjecs under the influence of drugs are often unpredictable and volatile. During the DRE's
eraluation of the sublect, the subject remains unrestrained. As such, the following procedures will
be taken to ensure the safety of the DRE and the arrested person,

A

Firearms will be secured prior to conducting the eraluadon.
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B.
C.

The arresting officer will be present during the evaluation process. If the DRE is the arresting
officer and, due to manpower issues, a secondary officer is unarailable, the onduty
Transporq/Specialized Officer (TSO) or Cadet may assist in the ewluation process.
The DRE officer, often times, must establish a rapport with the arrested person. As such,
officers will be professional when interacting with the subject being eraluated to ensure the
utmost cooperation.

D.

Under no circumstances will a DRE conduct a dark room examination without the presence of
a secondary officer.

E. lf, at any time during the examination,

the suspect becomes uncooperative ot violent the

examination will be stopped.

IV.

EVIDENCECOLLECTION

A

B.
C.

D.

The DRE Officer will collect a urine sample from the arrested person.
The DRE Officer will place the sample in the evidence refrigerator, document the collection of
the sample in the report, enter the sample into evidence, and request submission to the
Arkansas State Crime hb for analysis.
lf the arrested person fails to provide an adequate urine sample for analysis, the arresting
officer will tnnsport the arrested person to North Metro Medical C.enter where a blood draw
will be requested. Following the procedures in section lV, (B), the arresting officer will submit
the blood draw for analysis.
lf the arrested person reftrses to provide a urine or blood sample, the arrested person will be
charged with Refusal to Submit to Chemical Test.

NOTE, If the DRE has been called out to do an eraluation for an investigation other than for
a motor rchicle related charge, and the arrested person refi:ses a urine or blood sample, they
cannot be charged with Refusal to Submit to Chemical Test.
REPORTING AND DOCUMENTATION

A lf the DRE belieles the subject to be intoxicated the subject will then be taken into custody.
Refer to Policl 1G9: Stop, Search, and Arrest of Persons and Policy 1O2: Traffic Enforcement,
Section XV.

B.

C.

Arresting Officer Responsibilities
1. The arresting officer is responsible for the Arrest Disposition Repon, lncident Repon,
citations, and other paperwork associated with the DM arrest other than the DRE
eraluation and opinion sheet.
2. The arresting officer will list the DRE as a witness on the ADR and in the incident report.
The arresting officer will document that a DRE elaluation was conducted and whether the
DRE found the subject impaired.
DRE Officer Responsibilities
1. The DRE is responsible for informing the arresting officer of impairment or rule out.
2. The DRE officer is responsible for the complete elaluation and opinion sheet and
submitting them in a timely manner.
3. The DRE will complete a supplemental report detailing his findings.
4. The DRE will maintain a rolling log of all e';aluations and Crime Lab results as required by

the [ACP.

D. lf the DRE believes the subject is not intoxicated, then the arresting officer will be nodfied and
a Supervisor will be requested to respond. A Supewisor may authorize the release of any
subject where the evidence fails to support a charge of

DwI.
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VI.

DRE AGENCY COORDINATOR

A

B.
C.

VII.

The DRE fuency Coordinator will be selected by the Patrol Commander and approved by the
Chief of Police. He sha[[ stay abreast on any changes ro the DEC Program and any ropics
related to the program, such as developmens and adrancements in DVI and drug legal
aspects, drug identification, drug paraphemalia, drug use and influence, standardized field
sobriety tests (SFST), drug abuse and addiction, toxicology, pharmacology, pharmacokinetics,
phlsiology, medical/mental conditions that can cause signs and symptoms similar to drug
influence, and any other related topics. The Agency Coordinator will be the liaison with CJI.
The DRE Agency Coordinator will submit to the Patrol Commander a monthly report
summarizing the Department's DRE activity.
The DRE fuency Coordinator will maintain the following records on each JPD DRE:
1. A copy of all Eraluation Face Sheets (Drug Influence Er,aluation Form);
2. A copy of Evaluation Logs;
3. A copy of an uptodate Curriculum Vitae;
4. A copy of training certificates for DEC Program and drug influence related training;
5 . A copy of certification and recertification progress logs and paperwork; and
6. Notification of agency coordinator changes to state coordinator.

INDIVIDI]AI- DRE

A

The DRE will maintain their certification by recertifying e\rcry rwo (2) years prior to their
expiration. This will include completing a minimum eight (8) hours of approved recertification
tlaining.

B. A DRE will maintain the following records,
1. Al1 evaluation face sheets (drug influence

eraluation form);
Eraluation logs;
An uptodate curriculum vitae;
Training cenificates for DEC Program and drug influence related training; and
C-ertiffcation and recertification progress logs and paperwork.
A new DRE, once selected, must complete the NHTSA Drug Ewaluation and Classification
Program which is administrated by the Criminal Justice Institute (CJI).

2.
3.
4.
5.

C.

VIII.

SELECTIONPROCESS

A

B.

The candidate DRE must meet the following minimum requirements:
1. Have and maintain an exemplary record with the Jacksonvile Police Department.
2. C.ompleted an approved course of insmrction in sandardized field sobriety testing.
3. Must have completed their probationary period with the Jacksonville Police Department.
Officen interested in becoming a DRE will submit to the DRE Agency Coordinator, through
their chain of command, the following'
1. A letter requesting to be a candidate for the DRE program, erplaining why they want to be
a DRE and endorsed by their Lieutenant;
2. Records showing the officers DITI activity for the past twelve ( l2) montts; and

3.

C.

Copy oftheir best D.WI arrest report;
The DRE Agency Coordinator will review the application packets with the Patrol Commander.
At their discretion, they may require the candidate DRE to meet with them. lf this is done,
then they will ask questions to assess the candidate's qualifications and ability to successfully
complete the certification process.
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D. The

DRE Agency Coordinator and Pamol Commander will make a decision based on the
Officer's application packeg overal character, performance record, and, if required to appear
before them, their oral presentation during the interview.

Brett C. Hibbs
Chief of Police
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